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THE CHURCH ACROSS THE WORLD
Martin Lee

It is almost impossible to speak in less than 20 minutes about the ongoing changes in the
world-wide church. I am sure many will be disappointed by what has been left out but I hope
to share about six main areas:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The world-wide Church – the global shift
A renewed Church – Pentecostals rule OK?
A growing church? – or a static church?
An unequal church – the poverty divide
A fragmented church – sin by association
A moving church – cities and migration

There has been much written about the shift of Christianity from the West to the nonWestern world. This chart from World Vision illustrates the incredible shift away from
traditional Christendom to countries of what is often termed the Global South or majority
world. Statistics can be hard to interpret and collect. Trying to establish the number of
Christians or evangelicals in the world is in my opinion impossible as so much depends on
your definitions.
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Who is included and who excluded? How is the term Christian defined? How is the term
evangelical defined?
We live in a success culture and it is easy to spin figures. Most statistics like this chart use
the concept of those self-identifying as Christians as their definition.
And a world map based on number of those self-defining as Christians looks something like
this:

Whatever our view of terms, what cannot be denied is that the numerical centre of
Christianity has shifted from the West to the majority world both due to conversion and
differences in birth rates. The long-term trends are clear and the enormous shift of the
numerical Centre of Gravity away from the traditional countries of western Christendom to
other parts of the world seems set to continue.
According to the Center for the Study of Global Christianity, just over 2.1 billion self-defined
as Christians in 2010 out of a population of 6.9 billion or just under one-third of the world’s
population:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Europe - 558 million out of 740 million
Latin America - 542 million out of 596 million
Africa - 475 million out of 1,051 million
Asia - 354 million out of 4,216 million
North America - 231 million out of 346 million
Oceania – 24 million out of 37 million

In the 100 years since 1910, the Church has become global as never before, with both
numerical and Spirit-birthed growth in most of Africa and Latin America, and parts of Asia.
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What happens if we look at evangelicals – again at best this can only be an estimate. Peter
Brierley in Evangelicals in the 21st Century considers a global evangelical village of 100
people would look something like this.

The Center for the Study of Global Christianity reinforces this idea that the trend for
evangelicals has shown the same shift away from the West. There are significant differences
in the scale of this shift in different continents and in the relative numbers of evangelicals
and Christians, but the difference to 100 years ago is clear.
Some figures cry out for special notice. Take the story of Christian growth in Africa.
• In 1900, Africa had 10 million Christians representing about 10% of the population
• By 2000, this figure had grown to 360 million, representing about 45% of the
population.
The number of African Christians is growing at over 2% annually, which would lead us to
project a doubling of the continent's Christian population in less than thirty years.
Looking at the short timeframe of this change, Philip Jenkins says: Quantitatively, this may
well be the largest shift in religious affiliation that has ever occurred. And it seems set to
continue - by 2050, Christianity will be chiefly the religion of Africa and the African diaspora
as once it was of the West.
Perhaps we will have to get used to looking at the world-wide church in a new way?
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Another key issue is the belief and practice of the growing churches of the Global South.
Many Global South Christians are more conservative in terms of both beliefs and moral
teaching than many of the mainstream churches of the West. The churches that have made
most dramatic progress in the Global South have been either conservative Catholic,
evangelical and/or Pentecostal. As a result, Evangelicals and Pentecostals now represent a
far larger segment of global Christianity.
These newer churches preach deep personal faith and communal orthodoxy, mysticism, and
puritanism, all founded on clear scriptural authority.
And according to the Center for the Study of Global Christianity, nowhere has than growth
been larger than in Pentecostals, Charismatics and associated movements which have
grown in the last 100 years from a handful to over 600 million adherents.
Today, if you are a Pentecostal, chances are you are young, female, poor and living in
Africa, Asia or South America. You are also the future face of world Christianity.
Steve Addison highlights five key characteristics of Pentecostalism: White-hot faith,
commitment to a cause, contagious relationships, rapid mobilisation and adaptive methods.
Some preach messages that, to many westerners, appear simplistic, hyper-charismatic and
apocalyptic. Prophecy is an everyday reality and healing, exorcism and dream-visions are all
fundamental parts of religious sensibility. Of course there are excesses that many struggle
with such as prosperity gospel. This in general there is a huge contrast with the marked
spiritual poverty of many churches in the West.
How will the Western church, trapped in its secularism and modernity and
subservience to toleration, respond over the next decade to this shift?
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Yet is there growth really? The world in 1900 was about one third self defining as Christian
and it is still only that percentage today.
Peter Crossing of the Center for the Study of Global Christianity stated recently that
Christians have made up about one-third of the world’s population for the entire 100 year
period studied. The change is the shift from the West to the Global South, not proportion
across the world. I have highlighted the increase in the percentage of evangelicals within the
Christian church and this is significant, but is even that growth as much as we sometime
say..
The International Bulletin of Missionary Research reports that in 1900 those claiming to be
Christian totalled 558 million out of a world population of 1,619,000 million or 34%. Today it
is only about the same with 2.1 billion self-defined as Christians in 2010 out of a world
population of 6.9 billion or 31%.
So have we actually made any progress and only shifted the centre from the West to
the Global South?
What growth there is, is not consistent. Asia now has large numbers of Christians compared
to 100 years ago but with such a huge proportion of the world’s population, as the
percentage of Christians of the total population is small at just 8%. It just doesn’t compare to
Africa and Latin America.
There are more people alive today that do not know of Christ or experienced Christian
care or even met a Christian than ever before.
Too much mission focuses on “Christians”. According to the Atlas of Global Christianity, 85%
of all Christian mission is aimed at other “Christians”. Much mission deployment is still trying
to sustain the growth of the churches in Africa, Asia and Latin America. Other research
reveals that as many as 86% of all Muslims, Hindus and Buddhists do not personally know a
Christian.
Maybe too we have left mission to the professionals and mission is not the heart beat of the
church. The world will not be reached by traditional faith mission agencies, even with the
growing new mission movement from the global south. While missionaries may be at the
forefront of innovative strategies, the whole church needs to participate in the God’s mission.
Muslims and Hindus are increasingly found living in traditionally “Christian” lands and rarely
does the local church engage with their new neighbours.
Women are effective gospel agents
While most church leaders and decision-makers are men, and it is primarily men who have
access to theological training, repeated research shows that in almost every culture, it is
primarily women who are the most effective gospel agents.
Will the Global South church repeat our mistakes?
For many years we have celebrated that the rise in the mission movement from the Global
South as the church has grown. Korea has sent out more than 20,000 missionaries to over
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160 countries. The Back to Jerusalem movement is just one illustration from China. India,
Nigeria and Brazil are large sending nations now as are many countries in South America.
Encouragingly these missionaries have vastly different realities than us from the West:
 They tend to come from economically less affluent countries and so understand the
issues of poverty and suffering
 English is usually not their mother tongue
 They don’t bring with them a political backdrop of global dominance
 Their theology tends to be more conservative and focuses on the essentials.
 They often enter into ministry with a willingness to live by faith and to suffer for the
gospel rather than having guaranteed salaries accompanied with world class health and
evacuation insurance.
Yet people such as Patrick Fung from OMF are concerned these movements may be
repeating the same mistake of their Western brethren such as equating economic and
political power with advances in the spreading of the gospel and that the gospel is always
from the powerful to the powerless, the haves to the have-nots.
They also can continue to reinforce the notion that mission should be left to full-time
missionaries.
The local church needs to assume its real seat at the ‘missions table’ for too long
dominated by missiologists and mission agencies.
With the shift of Christianity to the Global South, the worldwide church has also experienced
incredible inequality. At least for the foreseeable future, members of a southern-dominated
church are likely to be among the poorer people on the planet, in marked contrast to the
older western-dominated world.
Christians in the Global South make up 60% of all Christians. However their income is only
about 17% of all Christian income. Source: Atlas of Global Christianity - Todd
Johnston/Kenneth Ross
This puts them at a disadvantage in many areas including health, education,
communications and overall quality of life.
The blue colours on the map are high income and human development index the red colours
low HDI. If you are Christian today, you are more likely to be poor and African than rich and
western.
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The numbers may now be in the Global South but the money and its associated power
are still solidly in the West. How are we in the Western church going to respond to
this?
The economic and cultural power of the West is especially relevant in terms of language.
More Christians worldwide speak Spanish are their first language than any other language
and Portuguese is third. English is only second, reflecting the numerical strength of
Christianity in Latin America.
Asian languages such as Mandarin Chinese (5th) and Tagalog (10th) are in the top ten while
African languages such as Amharic (11th) and (15th) are in the top twenty.
How will the English speaking church engage with the vast majority of the world-wide
Christians for whom English is foreign and in many ways unnecessary?
Christians are now found in some 41,000 denominations. These range in size from millions
of members to fewer than 100. The vast majority of denominations are found in the
Independent and Protestant traditions. By 2025, there will likely be 55,000 denominations.
Moonjang Lee observes, “Christianity has become too fragmented. Existing in a fragmented
world, churches fail to show a united front. There are so many divisions within Christianity
that it is an intriguing task to clarify a Christian identity. At the beginning of Christian history,
the designation of a person as a “Christian” was sufficient to tell about his or her social,
religious and cultural identity. Today, however, we have to supply subcategories to tell about
who we are as Christians, for there are many different and conflicting forms of church life.”
Here in the UK I get increasingly depressed by the fragmentation in the evangelical church.
A recent paper talked about 14 tribes in among UK evangelicals. Pete Broadbent has written
an excellent article about 8 tribes – so we can’t even agree on how many tribes there are.
Division has even become “I won’t associate with him as he is talks to him.” We have made
disunity an art-form. I wonder what is God’s heart towards his church
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How can we witness to a world badly in need of Christ in a more unified way?
Lastly the church is a church on the move, both internally and cross-border. We talked a lot
in the first section about migration – the church in now a migrant community more than ever
before.
Nowhere is this more evident than in the migration to cities. The Church is increasingly
urban and the pace of urbanisation is higher than at any time in history. It took UK 120 years
and USA 80 years to go from 20% to 40% urban, China has done it in 22 years.
The changing face of the Christianity in the Global South from a rural to a urban context has
caught many in the church by surprise. For example, how is the rural house church
movement in China adapting as its members move to the cities? What does the church look
like in the large urban slums of India?
Because poverty too is urbanised. It is estimated there will be 2 billion people living in slums
by 2030 or 40% of all urban people. Many slum areas have worse health, social and
economic indicators than rural areas and yet this is where many in the Church in the Global
South live.
Does the UK mission world understand this urban shift, especially in Asia?
Are our mission priorities and strategies still based around rural populations and people
groups – when actually people groups are now more scattered than ever before.
Are we prepared to find news ways of engaging in this new dynamic of urbanisation?
But maybe the biggest impact is the move across borders. We heard in the previous cycle
about migration and its impact on the world. Poles across Europe, Chinese in Africa, South
Americans in Spain and Portugal – the list is endless. People in the UK express concern
about Muslim immigration, but Christians too are on the move.
One major concern I have is about the way the western world professionalised mission to
full-time faith based “missionaries”. That is the only legitimate mission endeavour that gets
publicity and prayer. In the early church it seems to me to have been this spontaneous
migration that fuelled the spread of the Christian faith and we have similar opportunity today.
Bob Lopez of the Philippines Mission Association estimates that there are 1.3 million
Filipinos in Saudi Arabia, Bahrain and the UAE. Probably this means there are 100,000
evangelicals among them – with 300 Filipino churches in Saudi Arabia alone. What a
missional opportunity. The Philippines Mission Association now has a major focus on
capacity building this group of people. They see it as a new opportunity for mission.
Is the church and mission community in the West prepared to look at new forms of
engagement brought about by migration?
Globalisation has a special relevance for Christians because the Christian faith is an
essentially global faith.
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To any observer of the global scene, certain facts are evident and beyond question: The
Christian faith is the world’s first truly global religion. Christians are the most numerous of
religious believers in the world. The Christian church is the most diverse community on
earth. The Bible is the most translated book in history. In many parts of the world, the
Christian faith is the world’s fastest growing faith, especially when growth is through
conversion rather than just birth rate.
With the change in the church throughout the world in terms of its global shift, its renewal. its
overall lack of growth, its fragmentation and its movement, what could the church look like as
it engages in mission?
What place does the western church and mission movement have as part of the new
worldwide church?
How can traditional western mission agencies maintain their relevance in world mission and
adapt to the new situation of being a minor player?
Can we replace the ‘us and them’ perspective (West to the rest) by a worldwide ‘we’.
Can new alliances be formed between agencies and churches?
Can the church engage in the mission of God is new ways?
God’s new community of all nations and tongues can be a community of mutual
encouragement and learning, engaged together in showing forth God’s love in His world.
We seek the unity in diversity that flourishes where we understand and trust one another in
our differences as well as in our agreements, listen humbly to one another, seek forgiveness
where we have injured our brothers and sisters in Christ, and rejoice in the multi-coloured
grace of God.
In the words of Andrew Walls
Together we can be a new community – a hundred places learning from each other,
with no one single centre of Christianity or single type of mission activity.
How can the church in the Global South and the church in the West best complement
each other’s strengths?
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